Cruze diesel forum

Chevrolet hopes a fresh new look will entice buyers to take a look at the Cruze. It has features
that buyers in the compact class want, such as smartphone mirroring through a fast-acting
7-inch touchscreen, Bluetooth, solid crash test scores and enjoyable handling. The Cruze is
also available as a sedan or a hatchback and can be fitted with a fuel-efficient diesel engine,
which is distinctive for this class of car. But certain aspects of the Cruze have kept it as the
perennial second string to segment leaders Honda Civic, Kia Forte and Mazda 3. The Cruze's
engine choices are the main drawback. The base engine lacks punch, and the diesel, though
preferable from a driving standpoint, is a costly option with questionable value from a
gas-savings standpoint. The Chevrolet Cruze is a compact sedan or hatchback. The L and the
LS are pretty light on features. The LT is better, though you'll still need to get a couple option
packages to equip it with some desirable safety features. The Diesel and the Premier get most
of the Cruze's features. Powering most Cruze trims is a turbocharged 1. The L is only available
to dealers through custom ordering. Much more common is the LS , which is similarly equipped
but adds a front center armrest and carpeted floor mats. An LS Convenience package adds
cruise control, inch wheels and steering wheel-mounted controls. We think you'll be happier
with the LT. It comes with the above as standard plus upgraded headlights with LED running
lights, a rear center armrest with cupholders, a rear USB port and a six-speaker audio system
with satellite radio. You can also get more features through a couple of packages. An optional
Driver Confidence package adds rear parking sensors, blind-spot monitoring and rear
cross-traffic alert, while the Convenience package requires the Driver Confidence package
includes keyless ignition and entry, heated mirrors, heated front seats and a power-adjustable
driver's seat. The Diesel is similar to the LT with its optional features. It's powered by a
turbocharged 1. An optional Preferred package bundles simulated leather upholstery with a
heated steering wheel. The Cruze Premier gets most of the above plus inch wheels, an
upgraded rear suspension, chrome exterior accents, ambient interior lighting and illuminated
vanity mirrors. Both the LT and the Premier offer an RS Appearance package, with foglights, a
rear spoiler, a sport body kit and inch wheels for Premier models, and a Sun and Sound
package that includes a sunroof and a nine-speaker Bose audio system. The Driver Confidence
II package, offered only on the Premier, adds automatic high-beam headlight control, forward
collision warning, low-speed automatic emergency braking and lane keeping assist. Each
vehicle typically comes in multiple versions that are fundamentally similar. The ratings in this
review are based on our full test of the Chevrolet Cruze Premier Sedan turbo 1. NOTE: Since
this test was conducted in , the current Cruze has received some revisions, including this year's
revisions to the list of standard and optional features, including faux-leather instead of real
leather on the Premier trim. Our findings remain broadly applicable to this year's Cruze,
however. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Cruze Diesel. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Cruze lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find
savings on the Cruze for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to
know when prices drop near Which Cruze does Edmunds recommend? We're not fond of the
standard 1. As such, it's probably best to get the gas engine in the midrange LT trim. The LT
has a decent mix of options yet remains competitively priced. Look for the optional Driver
Confidence and Driver Convenience packages to get some extra safety and, yes, convenience
features. Overall rating. Read more. The Cruze's performance appeal will largely depend on your
commute. Lackluster acceleration makes this sedan less than ideal for city dwellers. But those
who typically traverse twisty roads will be impressed by its excellent handling. Acceleration
feels sluggish from rest; the dash from zero to 60 mph took 9. But it responds reasonably well
when moving â€” such as passing maneuvers on the highway â€” because you don't have to
floor the gas pedal to trigger a downshift. The Cruze has a nice, firm brake pedal feel, and the
brakes apply as soon as you press the pedal. They aren't touchy, just responsive. The Cruze
needed only feet to come to a stop from 60 mph, a very short distance for a compact sedan. The

steering effort is fairly light, a typical characteristic in this class. The car feels sporty thanks to
its quick reactions to steering inputs and the amount of feedback transmitted through the
steering wheel. The Cruze feels balanced and coordinated. The optional inch tires provide good
grip, so you can take turns reasonably quickly before the tires begin to slip and howl. Driver
confidence is further enhanced by a surprisingly low amount of body roll. The Cruze doesn't
immediately jump to the highest gear when pulling away from a stop, and it is smart enough to
hold on to lower gears on uphill climbs. While mostly unintrusive, the automatic engine
stop-start feature cannot be disabled. Given the relative lack of seat adjustments and the
forward-angled headrest, it might take some fiddling to feel truly comfortable behind the wheel.
The ride is pleasant, even with our tester's inch wheels the largest the Cruze offers. The engine
stop-start system is far from seamless. Seat comfort. The front seats allow plenty of travel for
tall drivers, while wider occupants might feel somewhat confined by the narrow seatbacks.
There's no lumbar adjustment, the seat belt is not height-adjustable, and the headrests feel as if
they are angled too far forward. Ride comfort. The Cruze expertly soaks up bumps and
imperfections. Road feel is more pronounced with the RS package's inch wheels, but the ride is
rarely choppy or harsh. If you prize comfort over sportiness, lower trims, or even the standard
Premier, are more compliant. At highway speeds, wind and engine noise is kept to a minimum,
while road noise is present but not overwhelming. You'll feel a mild shock through the cabin
when the Cruze's stop-start feature turns the engine off and on. Climate control. The Premier's
automatic single-zone climate control works well to keep the interior at a comfortable
temperature. In heavy traffic, the stop-start system frequently turns the engine off and reduces
fan speed, causing cabin temperatures to rise while stationary. The Cruze might be classified as
a compact car, but few will find the cabin confining. There's plenty of shoulder room for all
outboard passengers. The raised center tunnel limits the usefulness of the narrow middle seat.
The controls and gauges are mostly easy to get along with. Ease of use. We like the Cruze's
clear gauges and intuitive steering-mounted controls. Most of the switches and knobs on the
center stack are within the driver's reach; only the temperature knob requires a stretch to reach
and turn. Manual gear-selector buttons are awkwardly located on top of the shifter. The Cruze's
wide door openings, high roof and minimal seat bolstering make it extremely easy to get into
and out of the front seats. The slope of the roof makes back-row access a bit more difficult.
Driving position. The steering wheel and driver's seat both have a good range of motion, so
most people will be able to find an agreeable seating position. The front of the seat bottom
doesn't raise up as much as we'd like, but this is common for this class. The cabin has enough
legroom to seat four 6-foot-tall people with few complaints. And the cabin is wide enough that
occupants won't rub elbows. But, even with headliner cutouts, the sloping roof could compel
tall rear passengers to slouch. There's good forward and side visibility thanks to a low hood, tall
windows and relatively narrow rear pillars. The high-mounted shelf reduces rearward visibility,
but a standard backup camera and optional parking sensors and cross-traffic alert make this a
non-issue. With a glossy black trim center console, faux leather surfaces on the dash and
contrast-color stitching throughout, the Cruze's cabin looks and feels premium. Excessive
chrome trim can be blinding in bright sunlight, and our tester's squeaky brake pedal was
irksome. Like many compact sedans, the Cruze has a sizable cargo area with a flat load floor
and little intrusion from the wheel wells. Inside, there are numerous cubbies for you and your
friends to store various small items. Small-item storage. Storage cubbies in each door can hold
a water bottle and a few small items. There are two regular cupholders in the front row and two
more in the fold-down rear armrest. The optional wireless charging slot eats up a significant
amount of front console storage. Cargo space 3. The generous trunklid opens to reveal a deep
well that feels big. But the volume shrinks from Child safety seat accommodation. Each of the
outboard rear seats has a pair of LATCH anchors hidden under clearly marked covers that are
easily pushed aside. The three upper anchors are located on top of the rear shelf and are
similarly accessible. Technology 4. The new Chevrolet Infotainment 3 interface is attractive,
uncluttered and, most important, easy to learn and operate. We haven't tried the new Chevrolet
Infotainment 3 system in the Cruze, but we have some experience with it in other Chevy
products. It's similar to the last-generation MyLink system, but with nicer graphics and a
slightly retooled menu structure. Smartphone integration 5. Pairing a phone to the Bluetooth
system is simple and quick. Our tester's Enhanced Convenience package also adds wireless
smartphone charging. Driver aids 4. Standard and optional safety features are in line with the
rest of the class, which is a testament to how much tech is available in this segment. The
Premier-only Driver Confidence II package adds lane departure warning, lane keeping assist and
blind-spot monitoring. Scorecard Overall Technology 4. Write a review See all 9 reviews. Great
car for the money. I love my Cruze Diesel. The car is reliable and I love the interior design.
Remote start is great to have on snowy day so that when I go out to go to work the car is nice

and toasty. Heated car seats and steering wheel are nice features as they loosen up my joints
on cold days. The fuel economy is excellent I average about 45 and use my car for ride share
and food delivery services so a lot of city driving trips. On a recent trip to Vegas and back I
averaged So no complaints there. Went from Provo to Vegas and back on one tank of fuel. Love
it live it love it. The price for the Diesel engine is worth it even though it is more than its gas
counterpart the fuel economy rivals hybrids which cost a lot more than the Diesel engine cost of
the Cruze. Things I wish they had done better is to put the heater with auto temperature control
in the diesel like they do the LT gas version. Would like to have the RS Package more readily
available on the diesel version as well. But those are minor issues. Would recommend to family
and friends. Read less. GM dropped the ball and bar. Don't buy this car miles vehicle died dealer
said no parts availability GM has not been helping been in rental for 45 days don't by a diesel
Cruze or any GM car they have lost a good customer. Best Bang for the buck exclamation.
Awesome looks awesome handling diesel engine is way underrated Horsepower and gas
mileage increased after miles I average 40 MPG plus incredible car. See all 9 reviews of the
Used Chevrolet Cruze Diesel. Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored
cars related to the Cruze. Sign Up. This is a simple hypermiling test. Touch the brakes and
throttle as little as possible, and return with a mileage number. This time, we by which I mean
me would actually try to get good mileage. So I acquired a Cruze diesel sedan practically
identical to what Capparella had reviewed. Both had the hp, aluminum turbo-diesel 1. On the
ninth day of June, a Friday, the slate-gray Cruze was filled at pump 5 at the Winchester 76 in
Goleta, California. The tank was topped off until the automatic stop on the pump handle
snapped itself off twice in between, it was left to rest for 10 seconds while fuel settled in the
tank. I started driving at p. Barely touching the throttle, I let the car get to 55 mph as slowly as it
could. After driving through Arroyo Grande, I feather-footed it back onto the freeway
southbound. The driving experience? Utter, boring misery. I only once had to slow, for a timidly
driven Nissan Altima. While this long section of the freeway is lightly trafficked, it has
geographic challenges. You want boring photos? The bottom line: I started this trip with miles
showing on the odometer, and it ended with The trip odometer showed It took 2. The math is
simple, but the result is astonishing. This works out to a gobsmacking 70 mpg. I was expecting
60 or maybe 65 mpg. I stipulate to plenty of caveats here. This is back-of-the-envelope science
performed by a guy with a poli sci degree from UC Santa Barbara. And despite all that. The
official fuel capacity is You should be able to experience extreme boredom for more than miles
before needing to refuel. Despite running a tall 3. That kept engine speed at a resolute rpm
almost the entire trip. The one time the transmission shifted down was climbing the long
Nojoqui Grade, and even then it only rose to the rpm torque peak. But the fuel mileageâ€”EPA
rated at 31 mpg in the city and 47 mpg on the highwayâ€”is stunning. But for constant-speed
highway commutes? Diesel kicks ass. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. John Pearley Huffman and Michael
Simari. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this
and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From News.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Didn't end up with the red
one. But got a nice one just the same. Pleasure doing business with them as well. Thanks Nick
They we're very professional and followed up with my interest. The only reason I didn't get my
vehicle from them was because I found another one closer to home they was nearly an hour
away. Jerry in sales responded to my inquiry but was not cost effective to complete purchase of
used car as dealer 4. Quick response to my inquiry. The car I test drove was a cute car, but the
cost was too high for the damage I saw. Customer service was ok but not great. The
salesperson definitely had patience when I checked out 3 cars but smoked in front of my
husband who has asthma. What you see is what you get kind of place. Sales person not
personable. Brought vehicle from back lot to us and just left it running and said spend as much
time as want to look at it. He just walked away and did not offer a test ride or answer any
questions. Car was so filthy inside I would not even sit in it. The reading he mentioned and the
reflected on the vehicle is different. He posted pictures which are good only and the vehicle
smells bad inside. I drove 90 minutes to test drive this vehicle after settling on a price. Sat down
in it and found that it had 20, miles more than listed. Employee apologized but later a salesman
texted me to say that they had two of the same vehicles on the lot and I left too soon. Two white
manual Jettas at one small dealership. More like false advertising. I would encourage others to
get picture evidence of mileage before anything else. Great experience with Winchester
Mitsubishi! Purchased a vehicle for my mother today! Winchester Mitsubishi shipped this
vehicle to her and she was very impressed! Great experience with Winchester Mitsubishi.. We

worked with Tiffany. She made sure we were provided with the car fax and service records
which is a great deal to us. We met the director of sales David as well. Very happy with our
vehicle and payment. Great customer service!!!! Thank you Brett and Misha for staying late to
close the deal. I was able to bring the vehicle home the evening. Unreliable and unorganized!
Next day I got a notice that the car was sold!!! A friend of mine looked at the truck for me, said it
was not in good shape. Ben was great to deal with. She sent me an email in the morning saying
it had sold. The dealer responded quickly to my inquiry. The listing was accurate the truck was
new. The truck was available for a test drive and the salesperson was helpful and
accommodating. This is the second truck we have purchased from this dealership. I would
recommend them to friends and family. I already had the money in my pocket but I left not
buying the vehicle. Lost sales for them. They were trying to fool a customer but customer was
smarter than him. I actually purchase my vechile from here it wasnt the mercedes E i got a even
bettef looking car a mercedes glk small suv.. Awesome dealership! Katie was great, answered
all of my questions ASAP, the truck was flawless. Thank you for all you did to make this easy!
My salesman Jake was very helpful! Wonderful service and very knowledgeable of all the
products I test drove. A very smooth experience in car buying. The dealer was very helpful
getting me all the information needed to buy the vehicle. Unfortunately I was not able to
purchase at this time. Unwilling to negotiate. Found several damaged spots on vehicle but still
wanted over blue book value. The dealer was great and contacted me immediately. They were
great to me, I just ended up buying a different truck. Received a text message from someone
and asked about financing and was told perfect credit or special financing then got no response
back or help would not recommend this company as they only seam to cater to perfect credit
customers. I was on the road for 9 hrs to get there and they stayed open till we arrived. Did end
up buying the car, had a great trip home! Sales person was very receptive, courteous, and had
the vehicle ready for us to see upon arrival. He was prepared to spend as much time with us as
necessary. To replace its middling Cobalt compact car, Chevrolet introduced the Cruze for the
model year. Yes, it was still made for those who needed a 5-passenger sedan at a
budget-friendly price, but the Cruze was a dramatic improvement over the Cobalt. It was as
though Chevrolet learned overnight how to build a competitive small car. A variety of 4-cylinder
engines powered the Cruze, including a B20 biodiesel-compatible turbodiesel. Following a
minor refresh for the model year, the Cruze fell victim to the consumer shift to SUVs. Chevrolet
canceled the car, so the nameplate is no more, but it will live on in the used car market for
years. It offers an optional diesel engine, useful technology, and refined driving dynamics.
Cons: It has a bland design, uncompetitive warranty and connected service offerings, and
underwhelming power. A 5-door hatchback joined the lineup for It added plenty of versatility,
offering The second-generation Cruze benefitted from a mild cosmetic freshening for , and then
Chevy pulled the plug. Recognizing that Americans wanted SUVs, and needing to invest in an
electrified future, the company could no longer afford to continue building a car nobody wanted.
Initially, the second-generation Cruze came only with a turbocharged 1. Starting in , a
turbodiesel 1. The gas-powered Cruze impressed with its high fuel economy of 34 mpg in
combined driving, with the turbodiesel returning slightly more, at 37 mpg. The
second-generation Cruze has been recalled infrequently, but that could change over time.
CarGurus tested the Cruze in and gave it a score of 7. Successive tests in and each resulted in a
lower score of 6. That car was called the Cruze Limited, and it gave consumers and businesses
a lower-cost alternative to the redesigned version of the car. A low-cost L trim arrived for A
horsepower 1. The turbocharged engine made more torque, resulting in more satisfying
performance. Both engines were offered with a manual or automatic transmission delivering
power to the front wheels. Depending on the powertrain combination, fuel economy ranged
from 26 to 32 mpg in combined driving. In and , a turbodiesel 2. Still, good safety ratings, a
generously sized trunk, a modern for its time infotainment system, and the efficient Eco and
Diesel models make the Cruze appealing. Despite its positive features, the Chevrolet Cruze
struggled to hit its stride with consumers, who after decades of mediocre small cars from Chevy
had migrated to the Honda Civic , Hyundai Elantra , Mazda Mazda3 , Toyota Corolla , and
Volkswagen Jetta. Loyalists crossing over to crossovers may have chosen a Chevy Trax or
Equinox instead of a Cruze. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi

50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Diesel Chevrolet Cruze listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Image Not
Available. CarGurus User. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Request Information. Model
Generations: to 2nd Generation Chevrolet redesigned the Cruze for , improving fuel economy
and adding modern safety and infotainment technologies. Read more. As the dissonant chords
of Dieselgate still resonate throughout the industry, most car companies have abandoned
efforts toward any future diesel-powered cars. Even after a full redesign last year for the Cruze,
Chevy felt like there was still something missing. To add some utility to its compact sedan, a
sloping rear hatch was added to let it try and compet. Chevrolet Cruze Reviews Review. The
Cruze had all the safety features we were looking for. Great value considering it had almost
every available option. Little high in miles but that is what brought the price down. Compared to
the Cobalt we traded in, even though they both came from the same assembly plant, there is a
night and day difference. Its amazing what 8 years of This car is slightly on the smaller side. The
trunk space is large. But seating wise and leg space is limited. Bot much console space or
glove box storage but it is manageable. Why Use CarGurus? Chevrolet dealers in Atlanta GA.
Chevrolet dealers in Chicago IL. Chevrolet dealers in Dallas TX. Chevrolet dealers in Houston
TX. Chevrolet dealers in Los Angeles CA. Chevrolet dealers in Miami FL. Chevrolet dealers in
New York NY. Chevrolet dealers in Philadelphia PA. Chevrolet dealers in Washington DC. Put
the preconceived notions to bed, because Chevrolet has a quality small car in the form of the
Cruze. The impact of the Chevy Cruze can't be underestimated. Introduced in , this small
economy sedan has made Chevrolet a brand to consider once more in the compact-car market,
as the overall refinement, efficiency and packaging of the Cruze make it a serious rival for the
Japanese-brand cars that have dominated the segment for a generation. Points in the Chevrolet
Cruze's favor include a lineup of solid-performing, high-efficiency four-cylinder engines, a
sophisticated ride and handling balance, and the car's sharp, non-gimmicky design inside and
out. Passenger quarters are a smidge tight for this class, but most consumers will find them
adequate. The Cruze also offers an unusually large trunk for a compact sedan. Chevy has added
some spice to the Cruze line for with the introduction of the Cruze Diesel. Equipped with a 2.
Though closely matched in terms of overall performance and fuel economy, the diesel Jetta
does have a larger backseat and starts out a little less expensive than the Chevy. In fairness,
however, the Cruze diesel comes with a few more standard features, such as remote starting
and leather seating, making their base prices essentially the same. Of course, there are a bunch
of worthwhile compact cars in this price range, and it's now hard to pick a loser in this
ultracompetitive segment. If top-of-the-world fuel economy isn't your priority, the Honda Civic is
a can't-lose proposition, thanks to a spacious, high-quality interior and likable road manners.
The Hyundai Elantra and its cousin the Kia Forte provide solid performance and plenty of
standard and available upscale features. You might also consider the Ford Focus, which looks
and feels more sophisticated than most of its rivals, or the similarly refined Mazda 3 , which
offers the sportiest handling in this class. Although the Chevrolet Cruze doesn't dominate in
this group, it's on equal footing with most of its competitors and certainly worth a look if you're
shopping for a well-rounded compact sedan. Compared with the LS, the 1LT upgrades to the 1.
The Technology package available at the 1LT level brings a rearview camera and the Chevrolet
MyLink interface , which bundles a 7-inch touchscreen display, Bluetooth phone and audio
connectivity, voice control and smartphone integration. An available Driver Convenience
package includes a six-way power driver seat, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, a rearview
camera and heated mirrors. Although a rearview camera is part of both packages, they can be
purchased in combination. It also comes standard with inch alloy wheels, a sport-tuned
suspension, four-wheel disc brakes, leather upholstery and heated front seats. It also benefits
from aerodynamic improvements including a rear spoiler , lightweight inch alloy wheels,
low-rolling-resistance tires and a smaller fuel tank manual-transmission version only. The Cruze
Diesel comes with all of the 2LT model's standard equipment, plus the Eco model's
aerodynamic enhancements and low-rolling-resistance tires. It has lightweight inch wheels, too,
but they're a different design. The Enhanced Safety package is available for all but the LS model
and includes rear park assist, blind-spot monitoring and rear cross-traffic alert. A
hard-drive-based navigation system, a Pioneer nine-speaker premium sound system and a
sunroof are also available on most trim levels. The RS appearance package is available on the
LT and LTZ models and features restyled front and rear fascias, rocker moldings, a rear spoiler
and, on LT models, foglights and an upgraded instrument panel. All Chevrolet Cruzes are
front-wheel drive. The Cruze LS is powered by a 1. The Cruze diesel has a turbocharged 2. A
six-speed automatic is optional on those trims and standard for the LTZ and diesel. In Edmunds
testing, a Cruze with the turbo 1. The Cruze diesel ran the sprint in 8. All Chevrolet Cruze
models come with stability control, antilock brakes, full-length side curtain airbags, front knee

airbags and front and rear side-impact airbags as standard. Also standard is OnStar, which
includes automatic crash notification, on-demand roadside assistance, remote door unlocking
and stolen-vehicle assistance. A rearview camera, blind-spot monitoring and a rear cross-traffic
alert system are optional for all Cruzes except the LS. In government crash testing, the Cruze
earned a top five-star rating for overall safety performance, with five stars in the frontal- and
side-impact categories. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety testing, the Cruze received a
top score of "Good" in moderate-overlap frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength testing. In
the small-overlap frontal offset test, however, the Cruze scored a second-lowest "Marginal"
rating. In Edmunds brake testing, a Cruze LTZ stopped from 60 mph in feet, a slightly
better-than-average distance for this class of car. Even with their less grippy,
fuel-economy-friendly tires, the Cruze diesel and Eco models stopped in about the same
distance. The Chevrolet Cruze deftly combines responsive handling with a comfortable,
compliant ride. The turbocharged 1. The main issue, however, is the automatic transmission.
Programmed for maximum fuel economy, it's reluctant to downshift for quick acceleration and
passing unless you really boot the gas pedal. The more potent Cruze diesel model is an
intriguing choice and a win-win proposition, as it offers both good fuel economy and
satisfyingly brisk acceleration by compact-sedan standards. As with most turbocharged
engines, there's a brief pause when you hit the throttle from a standstill, but then the sedan
gathers speed quickly. The Cruze diesel uses a different six-speed automatic transmission from
other Cruzes, and we've found it more responsive in highway passing situations. And forget
about the stereotypical diesel clatter -- thanks to extra sound insulation in the diesel model,
you'll rarely hear the engine at all. The interiors of compact cars often show obvious signs of
cost-cutting, but the Cruze's cabin has a classy two-tone color scheme and looks more upscale
than many of its competitors. That said, there are still a lot of hard plastic surfaces, and they're
particularly noticeable in the pricey Cruze diesel. Given the long-distance driving-range
potential of the diesel, more padding on the armrests would be welcome. On the upside, the
MyLink touchscreen interface is one of the simplest and most straightforward infotainment
systems out there, and its voice-control interface is highly functional. Some drivers might find
the Cruze's front seats a bit narrow, but they're supportive and comfortable, and they offer
plenty of adjustment. A low bottom cushion for the backseat diminishes comfort for
longer-limbed riders, as it doesn't give enough thigh support. The Cruze's rear seat legroom is
only average for the segment; you'll find more space in the Civic and Jetta. Considerably above
average, however, is the Cruze's large trunk, which measures an impressive Even though
advanced technology has made contemporary diesel engines more powerful and refined, the
number of diesel-powered models available in the U. Chevrolet wants to do something about
that not to mention break in on Volkswagen's monopoly on the affordable diesel-car market with
the Chevrolet Cruze Diesel. Chevy sold nearly a quarter-million Cruzes last year, so it has the
potential to make an impact that reaches well beyond the Volkswagen diesel faithful, while at
the same time tempting even Volkswagen true believers with a sedan made by a company other
than VW. Are You a Numbers Kind of Person? Let's say you like the idea of buying the quickest
Chevy Cruze available. That'd be the new Cruze Diesel. Its 2. Combined with its standard
six-speed automatic, the Cruze diesel will go from zero to 60 mph in 8. That's a half-second
faster than the Cruze equipped with the turbocharged gasoline 1. Yeah, 8. There's a bit of turbo
lag, but wait out that half-second and you get more than enough power to sprint past the
larger-engine gasoline cars still gathering steam to find the meat of their torque curves. Now
let's say you want the car with the segment's single highest fuel-economy number, but you
don't want a hybrid. That also would be the Chevrolet Cruze Diesel with its rating of 46 mpg on
the highway. And if a hybrid guy wants to bet pink slips based on what you're really getting out
of a gallon of fossil fuel, the diesel's likely to come out ahead there, too, unless you're talking
strictly stop-and-go city driving, where the Cruze is rated at 27 mpg. It weighs about pounds
more than the next heaviest Cruze, and that kind of extra weight is never easy to accept,
particularly in the name of greater efficiency. Owners probably will never know it, but they'll be
carrying around a tank of urea to cleanse the Cruze Diesel's emissions, and the car's spare tire
is sacrificed to place the 4. Refills take place during scheduled maintenance Chevy says at least
10, miles before the tank would be drained ; you decide what you think about a can of
compressed flat-fixing goop in place of a spare. The most glaring ice patch on the road to diesel
acceptance, however, might come from Chevy's own price strategy. Highway Cruzer We weren't
particularly bothered by those details in our mile round trip behind the wheel of the Chevrolet
Cruze Diesel. Instead, it underscored why modern-day diesel engines are such an attractive
proposition. For most trips, fill up before you leave and forget about what the fuel gauge says
until you return. You can breeze along with the engine barely nudging past the 2,rpm mark with
the cruise control set just south of 80 mph. Trouble with dawdlers? Tickle the accelerator and

erupt to 95 mph without even troubling the transmission for a downshift. Forget about diesel
clatter, too. Contemporary diesels have largely quieted the clamor, but Chevy engineers also
took the extra precaution of borrowing a special sound-absorption package from the Buick
Verano to keep this Cruze quiet. The Cruze Diesel also borrows goodies from the Cruze Eco,
including its active grille shutters, inch wheels and low-rolling-resistance tires. Otherwise, the
Cruze Diesel is mostly like other Cruzes, only better performing. You get four-wheel disc brakes
that are enlarged to account for the diesel's extra weight, and that six-speed automatic
transmission is an Aisin unit that feels quicker-witted than the GM-made six-speed auto the
gasoline Cruzes employ. The low-friction tires do occasionally slip more than we'd like, and
although engineers claim a suspension retuning, in many situations the front dampers don't
quite feel up to the job of holding up the mass of the iron-block 2. We noticed this particularly
on jarring impacts such as a transition from the highway surface to a bridge surface, when the
front end's damping and rebound both felt overtaxed. Big-torque performance and
hybrid-baiting efficiency is an alluring combination, while the Cruze's intrinsic goodness
continues to impress three years after its launch. For now, Volkswagen has to be curiously
looking over its shoulder at its new competitor, and for good reason. The Cruze has more
horsepower hp to hp , more torque to and better highway fuel economy 46 mpg to 42 mpg. And
as a final kicker, the Cruze is less expensive, too. Not a huge difference, but enough to make it
worth giving the Chevy a look if all the rest of its advantages weren't enough to convince you
already. Edmunds attended a manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected members of the
press were invited, to facilitate this report. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Cruze Diesel. Is it better to lease or
buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet
Cruze lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Mediocre seating comfort six-speed automatic's sleepy
responses. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the
Cruze for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when
prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the Cruze Diesel model,
powered by a 2. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. The Cruze diesel is amazing!
Highway fuel mileage is over 50mpg if you drive at 70mph. Good acceleration,decent handling
and ride qualities combined with nice leather interior are hard to beat in its class After Since I
purchased the Cruze Turbo Diesel I have been getting outstanding hwy mileage such as the last
trip I made was for miles and my average at 70 miles per hour was The car has plenty of get up
and go in fact I must be careful as it can get too fast too quick. The Cruze is very comfortable
with plenty of headroom and great foot space to stretch out. I was concerned with the power
needed to climb the hills but was pleasantly surprised when the Cruze really didn't have to
strain much at all. I highly recommend the Cruze Turbo Diesel to anyone wanting to drive green.
Read less. I drive 54 miles round trip on a daily basic and am very happy with most aspects of
this car. My drive consists of mixed driving and lots of different traffic flows. Right now with 11,
miles on the car in 4 months I have little to complain about. The lifetime average with the car is
42 mpg. On trips where I can use the open road I get in the low 50's mph. The price of fuel here
in Delaware is a little more than reg. My one and only problem with the service from my local
dealer was that they did not carry the oil or oil filter for the car. Had to make a second
appointment and return later for the oil change at about 6, miles. I highly recommend.
Wonderful Car I drive on average 44, miles a year. I am reimbursed by the mi, so low cost of
ownership is big. I ended up with 87, on the odometer before I traded the car off. Over that time I
replaced 2 fuel filters regular oil changes and one set of tires. The running costs were right at 9.
My lifetime average is That's city highway and high speed. I should say the trunk is good size
and I typically have pounds in the back. I have had averages as high as 55 mpg and never had a
tank below 34 mpg. The tan interior is the color to get. The dash is covered in vinyl versus the
course cloth on the black interior. After almost 90k the interior still looks great, only complaint
the tan picks up dye off of blue jeans but a light cleaning monthly and they maintain the like
new look. DEF usage is minimal 5 gallon per 10, mi. Buying in the 2. I had planned to keep it

indefinitely. The check engine light came onâ€¦ The culprit was the DEF tank heater. The tank
was on back order for some time. After 3 weeks with a loaner I finally asked about trading it in.
See all reviews of the Used Chevrolet Cruze Diesel. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Cruze. Sign Up. Just when you thought
the diesel-powered compact car was dead in the water, GM comes rattling to the rescue.
Amazing fuel mileage along with gobs of relaxed torque is a hard to dispute. Click here for
exclusive local dealer pricing on the Chevrolet Cruze. So, can this diesel Cruze pick up where
the compact VWs left off? Will it ever garner the kind of love and devotion the TDI faithful still
harbour in their hearts? Will it spawn a new crowd, proudly willing to wield the stinky yellow
pump handle? I will say this â€” after a week in the saddle of the Cruze Diesel sedan, the
on-board computer showed a heartwarming fuel consumption rating of 5. So yes, this diesel
sedan delivers hybrid-baiting economy without the attendant weight and complexity â€” battery
packs, electric motors and mega computing power. However, pricing is an issue that weighs
down the Cruze Diesel. The heart of the matter here is an all-new 1. This Hungarian-built
oil-burner is 20 kilograms lighter and a claimed 68 per cent quieter than the 2. Hooked to an
excellent nine-speed automatic transmission that expertly slurs the gears while keeping the
little oil-burner in the meat of its torque band, the Cruze Diesel never feels flat-footed. It
certainly feels more fleet than the gasoline car. Indeed, once warmed up, it is a civilized unit.
And with the necessary down-stream urea-injection exhaust scrubbing, it meets all North
American emission regulations. There are a few reasons why diesel engines are so much more
efficient than gas engines. Diesel fuel is more energy-dense, containing about ten per cent more
bang-power per litre. And finally, the super high-compression ratio, needed to ignite the fuel
because there are no spark plugs, contributes to more efficient combustion. As for the price
compared to gas-powered vehicles, chalk that up to robust construction and extremely precise,
high-pressure fuel delivery systems. In all other aspects, the Cruze Diesel lines up with the gas
model. Likewise, the interior quality trails the VWs, but you can say that about most competitors
in this segment. I would also posit it is the best driving Cruze, as the 1. Justifying the cost
would require driving around the globe a few time
v8 engine parts diagram
2001 chevy aveo
boot struts replacement
s. We will accept fanatical, flag-waving diesel enthusiasm as well. Trending Videos See More
Videos. RS appearance package, Cajun Red paint, leather seating, heated steering wheel,
eight-inch MyLink touchscreen, blind-spot and lane-change alert, rear park assist, rear
cross-traffic alert, sunroof, ambient lighting, colour driver info display, nine-speaker Bose
audio. Search Driving. Road Test. This might do. Car Comparison: Chevrolet Cruze vs. Honda
Civic hatchbacks. We encourage all readers to share their views on our articles using Facebook
commenting Visit our FAQ page for more information. Type of vehicle Front-wheel-drive,
diesel-powered compact sedan Engine 1. Choose A Make. Choose A Model. Choose A Trim.
Comparison links Compact crossovers without compromise Go big and go home with new
pickups Hybrids making it easier to go green Affordable, economical and practical Age old
rivalry between muscle cars SUVs for the whole family Hot hatchbacks to spice things up. Share
This Story.

